Role of vasopressin in learning and memory in the hippocampus.
The involvement of arginine8-vasopressin (VP) in learning and memory in the hippocampus is examined in mice using a discriminative learning task. Bilateral dorsal hippocampal lesion blocks the enhancing effect of intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) injection of VP on retrieval and relearning processes. An additional study showed that immunoneutralization of dorsal hippocampal endogenous VP inhibited the facilitating effect of i.c.v. injection of VP, suggesting that hippocampus is essential for the expression of VP's behavioral effects. Using in situ microinjection, a greater sensitivity of the ventral part of the hippocampus to the memory enhancing effects of VP has been reported. This effect is mediated by vasopressin V1 type receptors and oxytocin receptors. Then, we examined the effects on behavior of VP applied to the ventral hippocampus, in relation to the time of treatment during learning. When the animals have no previous information about the task to learn, a deleterious effect of VP appears (pre-first session treatment). Regarding memory consolidation, the effects of VP may depend upon the previous level of performance acquired by the animals since, when injected after the first learning session, the peptide slightly delayed performance, whereas when the injection took place after the second learning session, it enhanced learning. Concerning memory retrieval, the effects of VP depend on the quality of the previously stored information. The fact that VP did not generate the same behavioral effects when the treatment was performed at the beginning or in the middle of the learning processes, suggests that mnemonic context is an important factor in understanding the effect of VP on memory in the ventral hippocampus. Finally, the role of hippocampal adrenergic receptors in the enhancing VP effects on memory retrieval has been examined. The facilitatory effects of VP seem to depend upon the functional state of both alpha- and beta-adrenergic receptors, but further studies will be necessary to clarify the role played by each receptor type in retrieval processes, and to determine the relationships that might exist between them.